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Course5 developed a framework to measure engagement based on 

the number and importance of interactions by the customer with the 

utility on four di�erent dimensions.

Develop an engagement scoring system for pro�ling highly 

engaged residential customers as input to product/service 

marketing e�orts

CASE STUDY
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Multivariate profiling to 
understand utility customers 
by level of engagement

Established a distinct 

segment of most engaged 

customers for targeted 

marketing of new product 

offers and ways to 

increase interaction with 

and convert less engaged 

customers

Composite dimension weights
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Outcome

The study also uncovered an opportunity to convert less engaged customers to higher engagement levels by 

increasing interactions in key areas of interest by segment

Engagement scores were �rst developed for each dimension based on several parameters, and then an overall 

engagement score was computed using weights developed through an analytic hierarchy process.

Third-party data was used to pro�le the groups of customers based on demographic, attitudinal and behavioral 

variables, as well as customer transaction (energy use, time of use, billing plan, etc.) data available from the client.

Finally, a pro�le-based predictive model was built using a decision tree approach to predict which customers were 

likely to have a high propensity of engagement with the utility, based on demographic, attitudinal, behavioural and 

historical transactional data.
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Five groups of customers were identi�ed based on their level of engagement with the utility

Established top three rules to predict high engagement levels using existing customer data

Identi�ed characteristics of most engaged customers who are most likely to be open to new product o�ers
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About Course5 Intelligence
Course5 Intelligence enables organizations to make the most e�ective strategic and tactical moves relating to their 

customers, markets, and competition at the rapid pace that the digital business world demands. We do this by driving 

digital transformation through analytics, insights, and Arti�cial Intelligence (AI). Our clients experience higher top line and 

bottom line results with improved customer satisfaction and business agility. As we solve today’s problems for our clients, 

we also enable them to reshape their businesses to meet and actualize the future.

Rapid advances in Arti�cial Intelligence and Machine Learning technology have enabled us to create disruptive 

technologies and accelerators under our Course5 Intelligence suites that combine analytics, digital, and research solutions 

to provide signi�cant and long-term value to our clients. 

Course5 Intelligence creates value for businesses through synthesis of a variety of data and information sources in a 

360-degree approach, solution toolkits and frameworks for speci�c business questions, deep industry and domain 

expertise, Digital Suite and Research AI to accelerate solutions, application of state-of-the-art AI and next-generation 

technologies for cognitive automation and enhanced knowledge discovery, and a focus on actionable insight.
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